Logicalis provides unique solutions
to Business Issues and Challenges
in ICT infrastructure
Logicalis provides IT infrastructure

Our value is in translating technology into
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delivers the same collaborative experience
in a traditional client/server model,
implement a more efficient network
infrastructure or design a data centre that
reduces operational cost.
All of our capabilities are delivered via an
on-premise, managed or hosted/cloud
model. This enables us to match the most
appropriate commercial and delivery model
for your business requirements. Our
integrated solutions embrace collaboration,
storage, security, server and IP networking
– and we partner with the likes of Cisco,
Citrix, Microsoft, NetApp and EMC to
deliver the most appropriate technology in
a flexible, cost-effective way.

In a world of increasing technology
complexity, we focus on building a roadmap
that addresses fundamental organisational
challenges.

We help customers address fundamental questions about their IT infrastructure and whether it
is meeting business requirements and user expectations:


Is the existing infrastructure capable of delivering the performance, availability, capacity
and security to deliver new and existing service requirements?



Are there adequate skill sets in house to support new and existing requirements?



Are risk mitigation strategies and policies in place to minimise and promptly respond to
loss of service to protect the business?



How can IT deliver improved services and enable increased staff productivity? (Are staff
getting a better experience at home on their personal devices than they are in the office?)



Are new delivery models such as cloud computing or IT-aaS able to deliver greater ability
and allow a focus on core initiatives rather than context?

Our value to customers is built on:


Tier 2 flexibility and agility with Tier 1 capability: extensive experience and expertise across
IP networking, unified communications and collaboration and data centre technologies



Customer-first culture: we never walk away from a problem



Only Tier 2 system integrator with an offshore capability to reduce your IT costs



Service capabilities (including managed services and Cloud) that reduce risk and cost,
and allow customers to focus on their core business.

